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an issue to improve upon for KAON2022!



- 13 theory talks out of 48 presentations

- but broad spectrum of topics covered

- CKM unitarity

- K → πνν̄

- other rare kaon decays

- contributions from BSM physics, connection with B anomalies

- HNLs

- K → ππ, ǫ′/ǫ
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Vus from Kl3



- IB corrections (e.m. and md 6= mu) under good theoretical control

- phase-space integral available from experiment

|Vus|f+(0) = 0.21652(41)

- f+(0) without LEC at one loop, but not at two loops −→ lattice QCD



f+(0) from lattice



Vus from Vus/Vud



radiative corrections in Vud



Vus from Vus/Vud

Better understanding of inputs necessary



CKM unitarity?

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

∼2·10−5

= 1 +∆CKM



CKM unitarity



Other sources for Vud?



πβ as an alternative?

- vector from factor only, like 0+ → 0+ transitions but unlike neutron β decay

- no structure-dependent correction, unlike 0+ → 0+ transitions

- cleanest way to measure |Vud|
- but...
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- vector from factor only, like 0+ → 0+ transitions but unlike neutron β decay

- no structure-dependent correction, unlike 0+ → 0+ transitions

- cleanest way to measure |Vud|
- but...

RPIBETA
πβ

= [1.036± 0.004stat ± 0.004syst ± 0.003πe2
] · 10−8

D. Pocanić et al (PIBETA Coll.), Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 181803 (2004)

∼ 106 stopped π+/sec 6.4 · 104 πβ events 6.8 · 108 πe2 events

V PIBETA
ud = 0.9749(26)×

[
BR(π+ → e+νe(γ))

1.2352× 10−4

] 1

2

using

f
πβ

+ (0) = 1.0046(5)

V. Cirigliano, M. K., H. Neufeld, H. Pichl, Eur. Phys. J. C 27, 255 (2003)



Rare kaon decays (SD) K → πνν̄



Very well predicted in the SM
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only scale-dependence at NNLO shown!
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New physics in K → πνν̄?

Several scenarios explored

- general lagrangian with additional spin 0, 1/2 and 1 fields

- relations between couplings fixed by tree-level unitarity

- checked against results from various special cases

- new physics in the neutrinos (sterile ν coupled to third generation)

- constraints on sterile ν, on LFV

- new contribution to decay rate that does not interfere with SM part

- add all four-quark operators not generated by SM

- matrix elements evaluated in dual QCD approach

- test various scenarios

- implications of B anomalies for kaon physics

- requires some symmetry structure in the flavour sector: U(2)5, −→ larger NP effects in 3rd generation

leptons, correlation between R(D(∗)) and K → πνν̄

- more general flavour structure needed to also make contatc with R(K(∗)) (ROFV)



Rare kaon decays (LD)



Issue: determination of LECs (predictivity)



Issue: determination of LECs (predictivity)

use some decay modes to fix LECs, and predict the remaining modes



15 modes available, depending on only 5 LECs N14, . . . N18 (at one loop)



15 modes available, depending on only 5 LECs N14, . . . N18 (at one loop)

Potential difficulties

- one-loop may not be enough to describe data

- IB component dominates, LECs ∈ SD part



Alternatives?
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phenomenological construction of form factor, e.g. inK → πℓ+ℓ−

WKπ(z) = W ππ
Kπ(z) +WKπ

Kπ (z) +WKK̄
Kπ (z) +W res

Kπ(z; ν) +W SD
Kπ(z; ν)



Alternatives?

phenomenological construction of form factor, e.g. inK → πℓ+ℓ−

WKπ(z) = W ππ
Kπ(z) +WKπ

Kπ (z) +WKK̄
Kπ (z) +W res

Kπ(z; ν) +W SD
Kπ(z; ν)

- essential to have correct matching to short-distance behaviour

- extension to other processes?



Alternatives?

lattice QCD



lattice



work in progress, looking forward to see results



K → ππ, ǫ′/ǫ



K → ππ, ǫ′/ǫ

104 · Re(ǫ′/ǫ) =







19.2 (2.1) KTeV’11

14.7(2.2) NA48’02

7.4(5.2)(2.9) E731’93

23.0(6.3) NA31’93

104 · Re(ǫ′/ǫ) = 16.8(2.2) PDG average



- Short-distance aspects under control

- Long-distance issues are crucial and quite involved

- Lattice QCD: ab initio approach (QCD and only QCD), several difficulties

need to be overcome

- discretization effects

- finite volume effects

- physical quark masses

- disconnected diagrams

- exp. growing contributions from states with E < EK(k)

- two-pion states with vacuum quantum numbers



lattice



lattice

Final results available very soon!



- Short-distance aspects under control

- Long-distance issues are crucial and quite involved

- phenomenological approaches: QCD as far as possible

- PP approach

- BBG approach



Common starting point

〈ππ|L|∆S|=1

non−lept(x)|K〉 L|∆S|=1

non−lept(x) = −GF√
2
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usVud
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CI(ν)QI(x; ν) + h. c.
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Common starting point

〈ππ|L|∆S|=1

non−lept(x)|K〉 L|∆S|=1

non−lept(x) = −GF√
2
V ∗
usVud

∑

I

CI(ν)QI(x; ν) + h. c.

↓
- symmetry structure

- low-energy expansion

↓

LChPT

- ν-dependence not an issue anymore

- FSI interactions follow from chiral loops −→ large corrections, unambiguous at one loop

- LECs capture the information from short distances

- LECs not all known −→ large Nc, small corrections but large uncertainties



eps’/eps



Improvements needed on Ωeff , CI ’s at NNLO, FSI at NNLO, LECs,...



IB corr



NNLO corr



Common starting point

〈ππ|L|∆S|=1

non−lept(x)|K〉 L|∆S|=1

non−lept(x) = −GF√
2
V ∗
usVud

∑

I

CI(ν)QI(x; ν) + h. c.

↓

〈ππ|QI(x; ν)|K〉 different philosophy

- ν-dependence remains an issue (as well as scheme-dependence)

- inclusion of meson evolution mandatory

- pion loops considered with a cut-off Λ

- 1/Nc corrections described by keeping only Λ-dependent contributions from loops

- identification of Λ with ν



eps’/eps



Conclusion
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A rich variety of scenarios are being explored in order to explain any

significant deviation from SM that would show up in the flavour sector
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Despite an (anomalously!) low number of theory presentations, a broad range

of topics has been covered

- CKM unitarity

- K → πνν̄

- other rare kaon decays

- contributions from BSM physics, connection with B anomalies

- HNLs

- K → ππ, ǫ′/ǫ
differing philosophies as to how to tackle a difficult theoretical issues

lattice as a justice of peace ?

results eagerly awaited (not only by Andrej)



Thanks for your attention!

thanks to the speakers for providing slides and additional useful insights


